
GROW SUPER KLEAN® is a special solvent
blend for removing wax, grease, tar, road
film and silicone. 1705 is safe for use on all

lacquers, enamels, urethanes and undercoats. Excellent for cleaning
bare metal. Removes contamination thoroughly to assure maximum 
adhesion of refinish paint. VOC Content: 763.13 g/l (6.37 lbs/gal). 
Non-Photochemically Reactive.

JUST B-4®. For use as a final wiping solution,
JUST B-4® painting. 4221 will remove light oils,
hand prints and sanding residue while at the

same time neutralizing static charges that may be present, especially
on plastic or fiberglass parts. Also, JUST B-4 can be used as an anti-
static spray. VOC Content: 760.73 g/l (6.35 lbs/gal). Non-Photochemically
Reactive.

SPEEDY CLEAN DETAIL HELPER is a
mild solvent blend for use in the 
detail shop. 4293 will safely, effectively

and quickly remove road tar, grease and other minor contami-
nation without leaving a residue or white cast. VOC Content:
754.74 g/l (6.30 lbs/gal). Non-Photochemically Reactive.
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GROW SUPER KLEAN®. 

DIRECTIONS: Apply GROW SUPER-KLEAN® with a thoroughly wet cloth prior to sanding.  Clean one
area at a  time,  and while the surface is wet, wipe thoroughly dry with a clean cloth. Use plenty of
clean cloths and discard used cloths in a safety container. GROW SUPER-KLEAN® may also be used as a
pre-paint cleaner.

JUST B-4®.

DIRECTIONS: Apply liberally to clean cloth.  Wipe surface one area at a time.  While the surface is still
wet, wipe thoroughly dry with a clean cloth.  Use plenty of clean cloths and discard used cloths into a
safety container.  NOTE: 4221 JUST B-4® can also be used as an anti-static spray.  Apply a mist coat of
JUST B-4® over the entire surface to be painted, including surrounding masking.  Use a clean spray gun
and cup with enough air pressure to adequately atomize the JUST B-4® (approximately 20-25 psi).
Allow to flash off, tack wipe and apply top coat per normal procedure.

SPEEDY CLEAN DETAIL HELPER 

DIRECTIONS: Apply GROW SPEEDY CLEAN DETAIL HELPER 4293 liberally to a clean cloth.  Wipe surface.
While surface is still wet, wipe dry with a clean cloth. Use plenty of clean cloths and discard used cloths
in a safety container.
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